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Introduction
Suppose that R is a principal ideal domain and that, for each n, p" is a module over the general linear group GL, (R). The major purpose of this paper is to show that for very general choices of {p,} the homology groups Hk(GL, (R), pa) stabilize with respect to n, i.e., for each fixed k assume a constant value as n becomes large. A secondary purpose is to show that this stability phenomenon has interesting consequences for Waldhausen's "algebraic K-theory of topological spaces" and ultimately for geometric topology.
The main stability theorem (Theorem 2.2) is explained in detail at the beginning of Section 2; it has an inductive statement too elaborate to summarize here. A sample application of 2.2 is the following. Let Ab be the category of abelian groups, and let Ad, (R) be the abelian group of n x n matrices over R, considered as a GL,, (R)-module by conjugation. Note that if T: Ab -> Ab is a functor, there is a natural action of GLUM (R) on T(AdJ(R)).
1.1. PROPOSITION. If T: Ab -* Ab is a functor of finite degree (see ? 3 and [31) then the homology groups Hk(GL, (R), T(Adn(R))) stabilize with respect to n.
Remark. Any tensor power, symmetric power, or exterior power functor is of finite degree.
To any space X, Waldhausen associates another space A(X) whose homotopy groups are called the algebraic K-groups of X [10] . The space A(X) is realizable as a Quillen plus-construction in a way that can be partially analyzed using the case R = Z of 1.1. This leads to 1.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that X is simply connected and that the homotopy groups of X are finitely generated. Then the homotopy groups of A(X) are finitely generated.
If the machinery of [4] , [51 and [6] (cf. [11] and [12] ) goes through as 0003-486X/80/0111-2/0239/013 $ 00.65/1 C 1980 by Princeton University Mathematics Department For copying information, see inside back cover. expected, Proposition 1.2 will lead to the following corollary.
1.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Ml is a simply connected closed smooth n-manifold and that Diff (M") is the space of diffeomorphisms of M with the Whitney CO topology. Then for 1 < i < n the homotopy groups wri Diff (Ml) are finitely generated.
Remark. What "i < n" means depends upon what is known about the stable range for the smooth pseudo-isotopy space. In [4] "i <t n" means "i < n/6 -7".
Relationship to earlier work. This paper grew out of an attempt to understand the work of R. Charney [2] on stability properties of the trivial coefficient homology groups Hk(GLfl (A); Z), A a Dedekind domain. The key arguments in Section 2 are based on hers. For convenience, Section 2 deals only with principal ideal domains, but it seems likely that some form of Theorem 2.2 can be proved for Dedekind domains or even (see [7] ) for more general rings.
Notation and terminology. Throughout the paper R will stand for a fixed principal ideal domain and GLn = GL, (R) for the group of invertible n x n matrices over R. If G is a group and A is a right G-module, B a left G-module, then A ?GB and Tor' (A, B) are sometimes used to denote the corresponding tensor product or Tor over the integral group ring of G. In general, all unspecified modules are left modules, so that H, (G,-) Tor' (Z, -), where Z is a trivial right module.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 contains a proof of the main stability theorem, Section 3 gives the proof of 1.1, and the final section makes the application of 1.1 to Waldhausen's theory.
Homological Stability
For any n let I GLn -> GL,+? denote the "upper" inclusion, i.e., the map which embeds GLn as the subgroup of GL,+? consisting of the matrices {(rij) I rij = 3ij (Kronecker delta) if i = n + 1 or j = n + 1} . A coefficient system p is a sequence of GLn-modules p. together with The coefficient system is said to be stable if for any given k this inductive system is eventually constant. The purpose of this section is to give a general way of recognizing stable coefficient systems. The main theorem will be stated after some definitions and constructions.
Let J: GL, -+ GL,+1 denote the "lower" inclusion, i.e., the map which embeds GL, as the subgroup of GLn+l consisting of the matrices {(rij) I rij = air if i= 1 or j= 1}. If p is any coefficient system, define the "shifted" coefficient system Zp by letting (Zp), equal J*(p.+1) and using the obvious structure maps. Let ZYp= p and, for any positive integer j, let Zip be defined inductively by Zip = ?'-1p. The coefficient system p is said to be strongly stable if Zip is stable for each j > 0.
For each n > 2 let sn denote the permutation matrix in GLOW which interchanges the last two standard basis elements of R" under the standard left action of GLOW on the module Rn of column vectors. The coefficient system p is said to be central if for each n the matrix S,+2 acts trivially on the image of the composite map F?,+1Fq,: pa P,+2
Note that F|+?Fn is only a map of GL,-modules; nevertheless its image is a subgroup of the GLn+2-module Pn+2, and so it is meaningful to ask that the matrix s,+2 leave this image pointwise fixed.
For n > 2 let cl, e GLOW be the cyclic permutation matrix with cn(ei) = e+ (i < n), chew = el, where et is the ith standard basis element of R". It is clear that for each g e GLOW there is a matrix equality This lemma will be proved below. The main result of this section is the following one.
THEOREM.
Suppose that p is a central coefficient system and that z: p --Xp is the map of 2.1. Then if kernel (z) and cokernel (z) are strongly stable, so is p.
Example. If p is a constant coefficient system, then z is an isomorphism; in this case the theorem specializes to part of Charney's theorem [2] . There are many other examples in Section 3.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. It is necessary to check that for each n the diagram F. The rest of this section is occupied with the proof of 2.2. The first step is to set up some homological machinery. Suppose that h: G1 G2 is a map of groups, Mi is a module over Gi (i = 1, 2), and F: M1 h*(M2) is a G1-module map. (From now on, unless there is a possibility for confusion, we will leave out the h* and write F: M1 --> M2.) Suppose that S is a fixed right G2-module which is considered to be a G,-module via h. Let Ri -> S be a projective resolution of S as a Gi-module (i = 1, 2). By standard homological algebra there is a G1-chain-map R1 -> R2, unique up to homotopy, that covers the identity map S -> S. The mapping cone [8, p. 46] of the induced map R1 ?) M --> R2 (?2 M2 is a chain complex whose homology groups are denoted Tor'G2,'1 (S; M2, M1). These groups are functorial in G1, G2, M1, M2 and S; if S is the trivial module Z, they are also written Hi(G2, G,; M2, M1).
The following properties of these "doubly relative" groups can be derived in a straightforward way. To simplify the statements, let Reli (M2, M1) temporarily denote TorG2'1 (S; M2, M1).
2.3. LEMMA. There is a long exact sequence If p is a coefficient system, let Rel" (p) denote the group Hi(GL.41, GLn; p"+?, p.); this is of course computed with respect to the upper inclusion I: GL" -> GL,?1 and the coefficient system structure map p. -> I*(p"+?). By Lemma 2.3 , p is stable if and only if for any i the groups Reli (p) vanish for all sufficiently large n. We will now set up a spectral sequence that converges to these relative groups.
Pick some n > 3. For i ? n, let Pi denote the following subgroup of GLn:
and for i < n + 1 let Pi' be the corresponding subgroup of GL,+?:
Let Si be Charney's "h split Steinberg module (written [Ri] in the notation of [2] ) considered as a right GLi-module; note that S, is the trivial GL1-module Z. Consider Si to be a module over Pi and Pi' via the projections l brihPifs GLis, ( Remarks. The differential dr in the spectral sequence has bi-degree (-r, r -1). The relative groups in the El-term are computed with respect to the upper inclusion I: Pi,1 -> Pi'+1; for large i, the formula for E' is to be interpreted as Eilj = 0 (i > n), Enj = TorgL+?1(Sn?+, P?p+). The edge homomorphism H*(P', P1; p. +1, pn) = EolRel* (p) = H*(GL,+1, GLn; Pn+l, Pn) is induced by the natural inclusion of pairs (Pi', P1) --(GL,+1, GLn).
Proof of 2.7. Let A, A' be the integral group rings of GL,, GL,+1, respectively. According to [2] is constructed in the obvious way using the inclusion Pi = GLj x GLi> GLi x GL,_,+l = Pi' which is the product of the identity map GLi -> GLi and The modules Ci j form a double complex C. Since X and X' are resolutions of the trivial module Z over GLn and GL,?1 respectively, it follows that the homology of the total complex of C is Rel* (p). Filtering C according of its first subscript gives the spectral sequence of 2.7; the El-term can be identified by Shapiro's lemma. give rise to long exact sequences when Rel* is applied. Given these sequences and the fact that a1 and 63 are strongly stable, the lemma can be proved by induction on m; i.e., by showing that for sufficiently large n there are isomorphisms Reln (IMq2) Rel (?'+1p).
Proof of 2.2. Suppose by induction on k that for any i < k the groups Reln (p) are known to vanish for all sufficiently large n. (This is trivial for k 0.) We will show that Rel" (p) vanishes for all sufficiently large n, which, by 2.8, is enough to prove that p is strongly stable.
Using 2.8 and the induction hypothesis, pick an integer N such that Rel~(Zp) = forall j <km k + 1,n?N-k-1. Pickn>Nandlet Pr', Pi be the subgroups of GL?+1, GLn, respectively, that appear in Lemma 2.7. The upper inclusion I: GL, -GL?+, induces a commutative diagram 1 -
of short exact sequences, in which the kernel map GL, -> GL.-i+1 is also the upper inclusion. The restriction of p. to the above copy of GL__ in GL, is (?ip)ns, and the corresponding restriction of pn+, to the above copy of GL-i+, in GL,,1 is (lip)n.-j, It follows from the choice of n that the relative group
Rel>' (Wip) vanishes if j < k and i ? k + 1, so, if E26fj is the spectral sequence of 2.7, Lemma 2.6 implies that Eilj = 0 if j < k and i < k. This gives a surjection H,,(GL,; Relk (-1(P)) = ED, k >>Rel'n(p) Using 2.8 to increase N, if necessary, so that for n > N the map z-induces an isomorphism Rel"'(p)
Rel?'-'(1p), we conclude that for n > N there is a composite epimorphism Hk(GLn+ll pn+,)
where P1 is induced by (I, FJ) and 1 by (I, F.-,) . The map g' is identically zero, because it factors through the trivial group Hk(GLn,, GLn; p", pu). Since C' and cn+? conjugate the appropriate upper inclusions to the corresponding lower inclusions, it follows from standard homological algebra that the maps 11, 12 are identical with 1, lf respectively. Consequently, b2g = 12a2 = 1a2 -b2g' = 0; since g is surjective, this implies that b2 is zero and thus that b1 is surjective. Choosing n ? N + 1, we can assume that a, is surjective. However, gal = bl1l = b1l = g'a1 = 0; since a, is surjective, this implies that g is zero, and hence, since g is surjective, that Rel' (p) is zero. This finishes the inductive step and completes the proof. 
The functor T is said to be of degree zero if T1 = 0, i.e., if T is constant; in general T is said to be of degree k > 0 if Tk : 0 but Tk+l-0. The functor T has finite degree if it is of degree k for some k > 0. Let X be the natural coefficient system which assigns to each group GL, its standard module Rn the elements of X. are the column vectors of length n on which GLn acts by matrix multiplication from the left. Let 'X be the corresponding contragredient coefficient system, so that the elements of X, are column vectors of length n on which GLn acts by inverse-transpose matrix multiplication from the left. Let R-Mod be the category of R-modules and Ab the category of abelian groups. If T: (R-Mod)2 -> Ab is a functor, there is a natural coefficient system T(X, _x) defined by setting T(x, -X) = T(\n, ZXn) with the obvious diagonal GLn-action.
3.1. LEMMA. If T: (R-Mod)2--> Ab is a functor of finite degree then the coefficient system T(\, X) is strongly stable.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the degree of T. If T has degree zero, then T(X, X) is a constant coefficient system and the lemma follows directly from 2.2 or from Charney's theorem.
Suppose that the lemma is known to be true for all functors of degree <k (k > 1) and that T has degree k. Since X and _X are central, T(\, x) is also central. Let R denote the trivial constant coefficient system. For each of the coefficient systems x, _x, the map r of 2.1 is the inclusion of the first factor in a direct sum decomposition EX=-xE3R, ?X = X(D3R It follows that for T(X, xI), the map z is the inclusion of the first factor in the corresponding decomposition ZT(\, X) = T(\, X) & T1(R, R) E3 T2(X, X, R, R) .
It follows from [3, Lemma 9 .9] that the functor T2(-, -R R, R): (R-Mod)2 Ab has degree less than k, and so by induction the coefficient system T2(X, x1, R, R) is strongly stable. The coefficient system T1(R, R) is constant and therefore likewise strongly stable. Strong stability of T(X, X) follows from 2.2. The proof of this is left to the reader.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. The tensor product functor S: (R-Mod)2 -> Ab given by S(X, Y) = X OR Y has degree 2. Since Adn (R) is isomorphic as a GLn-module to S(X, X), the proposition follows from 3.1 and 3.2. , n) , B) has degree < (j/n) + 1. This is easy to prove using the fact that the reduced homology of a k-fold smash product of (n -1)-connected spaces vanishes below dimension nk (cf. [3, ?20] ).
Proof of 4.2. Any coefficient system p gives rise to a GL (Z)-module lim (p) by the formula lim (p) = lim pI. Since homology commutes with direct limits, there is an isomorphism H*(GL (Z), lim (p)) lim H*(GL, (Z), p4). It follows from [9, Cor. 3] that the groups Hj(GLn (Z), p4) are finitely generated if pa is a GLn(Z)-module which is finitely generated as an abelian group.
Consequently, the groups Hj(GL(Z), lim (p)) are finitely generated if p is stable and each pa is finitely generated as an abelian group.
Taken together, Lemmas 4.3 and 3.2 imply that each of the modules A in the class OR can be expressed as T(Ad (Z)), where T: Ab -> Ab is a functor of finite degree which commutes with direct limits and preserves the subcategory of finitely generated abelian groups. Let X and _X be the coefficient systems of Section 3 in the case R = Z, and let T be such a functor. Then T(Ad(Z)) = lim T(X (g X), the coefficient system T(X\ _X) is stable by 1.1 (see ? 3), and each GL"-module T(2,, (g? is a finitely generated abelian group. The lemma follows at once. YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN, CT.
